Abstract-Effective connectivity in brain networks can be studied using Granger causality analysis, which is based on temporal precedence, while functional connectivity is usually derived using zero-lag correlation. Due to the smoothing of the neuronal activity by the hemodynamic response inherent in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) acquisition process, Granger causality, as normally computed from fMRI data, may be contaminated by zero-lag correlation. Simulations performed in this paper showed that the zero-lag correlation does "leak" into estimates of timelagged causality. To eliminate this leak, we introduce a method in which the zero-lag influences are explicitly modeled in the vector autoregressive model but omitted while calculating Granger causality. The effectiveness of this method is demonstrated using fMRI data obtained from healthy humans performing a verbal working memory task.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, recognizing that localization of function is insufficient for characterizing the brain's functional architecture, a plethora of techniques for investigating interactions between regions in brain networks have been developed, revealing new insights into the inner workings of the brain. These techniques can be broadly classified as either characterizing functional connectivity (FC), defined as instantaneous temporal correlations between remote neurophysiologic events, or effective connectivity (EC), defined as the causal influence one neuronal system exerts over another [1] . FC analysis has mainly relied on the zero-lag correlation between fMRI time series of different brain regions, usually computed using Pearson's correlation [2] , while EC can be inferred using Granger causality (GC) analysis based on temporal precedence [3] - [10] . In GC, a directional causal influence from region A to region B is inferred if past values of the time series of region A help predict the future values of the time series of region B.
While FC and EC reveal different information about the underlying networks, it is likely that zero-lag and time-lagged relationships influence each other's estimates. This may be an issue particularly in the case of fMRI, where the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal represents a smoothed hemodynamic response secondary to the neural activity and is downsampled by the limited speed of MR image acquisition. In addition, Geweke's fundamental assumption that the time series be perfectly nondeterministic [3] is often violated in the case of experimental fMRI data, where a deterministic component is introduced by the experimental paradigm and underlying neurophysiology. This may result in a poor model fit or spurious causalities in extreme cases [11] , even in the absence of instantaneous correlation, and may be further exacerbated in the presence of instantaneous correlation. In this study, we put forth empirical evidence to demonstrate the effect of the contemporaneous relationship between time series on the inference of causality from their vector autoregressive model (VAR). Using a simulated interacting neuronal system, we show that both approaches for obtaining GC from the VAR model, i.e., the directed transfer function (DTF)-based approach of using model coefficients and Geweke's approach based on model error variances, suffer due to the "leakage" of zero-lag correlation into the causal domain.
In order to account for the aforementioned leakage, a method is introduced to remove the effect of zero-lag correlation on time-lagged GC. The new method explicitly models the zerolag effects in the VAR model and excludes their contribution while computing GC. Its effectiveness was assessed with simulations. Although our method is capable of purging the contribution of zero-lag correlation to time-lagged GC irrespective of the source and mechanism of the zero-lag correlation leakage, our simulations in this report consider only one such potential scenario arising due to the blurring of the neuronal activity by the hemodynamic response. In order to illustrate the new method's practical utility, it was applied to fMRI data acquired during a verbal working memory task in healthy humans, and the resultant network was compared with those derived by zero-lag correlation and traditional GC.
II. THEORY
Given k time series X(t) = [x 1 (t), x 2 (t), . . . , x k (t)], the traditional multivariate VAR of order p is
where A(n) are the coefficients of the model as shown in the following equation, and E(t) is the model error
We earlier reported a multivariate GC measure derived based on the model coefficients [6] , [9] , [10] . Equation (1) can be rewritten as
Transforming (3) to the frequency domain, we have
where
are the elements of the matrix A(f ) and δ ij is the Kroenecker delta function. Consequently, the transfer matrix of the VAR model H(f ) is given by
Traditionally, GC is obtained from the VAR model by using two alternative approaches. In the first approach, GC from time series j to time series i, at frequency f , is given by the ijth element of matrix H(f ), sometimes referred to as the DTF [6] , [12] , and characterizes the time-lagged causality between the time series. In the second approach, GC is based on the variance of the model error E(t) and is referred to as Geweke's GC [3] , [5] . Both are referred to as GC because they rely on Granger's central principle of evaluating the projection of the first time series on both its past and the past of the second time series in order to characterize the causal relationship between them. Moreover, these approaches are equivalent as we demonstrate later.
In practice, there is some interaction between the instantaneous and time-lagged relationships obtained from fMRI data, in part due to the blurring of the neuronal activity with the sluggish hemodynamic response, resulting in "leakage" of the zero-lag effects into time-lagged estimates. Consequently, instantaneous correlation between time series can contribute to the causality obtained from the VAR model in (1) . In order to alleviate this confound, we introduce a method by which the zero-lag term is explicitly modeled in the VAR, but omitted while calculating GC. Accordingly, consider the modified VAR (mVAR) model given as follows:
where the diagonal elements of A (0) are zero such that only the instantaneous cross-correlation, and not the auto-correlation, between the time series are modeled. For example, given
] and a VAR model order of one, (6) reduces to the following system of equations:
which can be solved for the coefficients a 12 (0), a 21 (0), a 11 (1), a 12 (1), a 21 (1), and a 22 (1) using the least squares procedure.
In a conventional VAR model of order "p" and "k" channels [see (1) ], the number of unknown coefficients is equal to pk 2 . However, the number of equations will be much larger than pk 2 and is dependent upon the number of data points in the time series [13] . This condition of an overdetermined system has to be satisfied for a linear least squares solution. In the case of the mVAR model used to calculate correlation-purged GC (CPGC) [see (7)], the number of unknown coefficients is equal to k 2 (p + 1) − k, which has an additional k 2 − k unknown coefficients as compared to the traditional VAR model. Since the system of equations has to be over-determined for a least squares solution, the mVAR model would require k 2 − k additional data points in the time series as compared to an equivalent VAR model.
In general, the inclusion of the zero-lag term affects the value of other coefficients, and hence,
is free of the zero-lag correlation effect, which we call CPGC. On the other hand, instantaneous correlation obtained from A (0) is likely to be free of the leakage of the causal influence into the domain of instantaneous correlation, which is probable given the temporal dispersion caused by hemodynamic smoothing. a ij (f ), the elements of the matrix A (f ), are obtained as follows:
H (f ) is obtained by inverting A (f ) and the correlation-purged causality from time series j to time series i is given by the ijth element of H (f ). In case of task data, we are not interested in the frequency-specific causality information, and hence, CPGC is defined as
Computing (8) and (9) for n = 0 would provide an estimate of zero-lag correlation. Also, the aforementioned procedure renders the numerical value of CPGC and zero-lag correlation, which is dependent on a number of factors including SNR and length of the time series, on an arbitrary scale as in our earlier studies [6] , [7] .
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Simulation
Here, we illustrate one possible scenario, which could cause the "leakage" of zero-lag correlation into time-lagged causality. Two time series, x(n) and y(n) from interacting neuronal populations X and Y , respectively, were generated using a first-order VAR process with no causal influence between them but with an instantaneous correlation of 0.5 between them. Mathematically, for these two time series
and Covariance = 1 0.5 0.5 1 (10) where matrix A contains the AR coefficients and the covariance matrix contains the auto covariance and cross-covariance strengths of the white noise process driving the AR model. As in earlier studies [5] , we assume that x(n) and y(n) correspond to local field potentials (LFP) sampled at 1 ms. Also, as in the work of Roebroeck et al. [5] , the diagonal terms of A (1), representing the autoregression of x(n) and y(n) on their respective pasts, were set to −0.9 and −0.5. This has the effect of concentrating the spectral power of the time series in the low frequency ranges. Also, choosing different values for the diagonal elements represents a more general scenario, where the sources have unequal spectra. Hence, the causal interaction between x(n) and y(n) was assumed to take place in the lower frequencies, conforming with the fact that high-frequency interactions in BOLD data are both undetectable (due to hemodynamic blurring and downsampling) and physiologically less interesting [5] . Both time series were convolved with a commonly used hemodynamic response function (HRF) defined from two gamma functions as in statistical parametric mapping2 [14] and downsampled 1000 and 2000 times to obtain corresponding fMRI time series, x (n) and y (n), with a repetition time (TR) of 1 and 2 s, respectively. This procedure follows from the currently accepted relationship between LFPs and fMRI [5] , [15] . In order to demonstrate the "leakage" effects and their alleviation through CPGC, zero-lag correlation, DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC, and CPGC were calculated over 100 000 realizations of x(n), y(n), x (n), and y (n).
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of CPGC for recovering neuronal causal influences from fMRI, we replicated the simulation in [5] and generated x(n) and y(n) such that a unidirectional causal influence I exists from x(n) to y(n) with no instantaneous correlation between them. Accordingly,
where I was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.2. Additionally, we introduced a neuronal delay d between x(n) and y(n) such that x(n) leads y(n). The delay was varied from 100 ms to 900 ms in steps of 200 ms. The corresponding fMRI time series, x (n) and y (n), were derived and DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC, and CPGC were calculated from them. The roles of directional influence I and neuronal delay d in inducing causality between x(n) and y(n) are different. First, coupled, but time-lagged system dynamics as described by the parameters of the model can induce causality. Here, the knowledge of time series x(n) at the discrete time instant n aids the prediction of the time series y(n) at time n + N (where N is a fixed discrete time delay; N = 1 for an AR(1) process). This aspect is captured by the parameter I. Second, it is often observed in neural systems that a certain time passes before the dynamics of the neuronal population X has an influence on the dynamics of Y [5] . This was achieved by simulating an additional initial d time steps for x(n) as compared to y(n) as in Roebroeck et al. [5] .
The first and second simulations focused on the effects of zero-lag correlation and causality, respectively, on GC and CPGC. In the third simulation, we used a mixed model. Accordingly, the directional influence I was fixed at 0.5, the neuronal delay was varied from 100 to 900 ms and the zero-lag correlation R, represented by the off-diagonal elements of the noise covariance matrix, was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.2. Accordingly,
We calculated DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC, and CPGC from the fMRI time series derived from the above system. In accordance with our hypothesis, we expected CPGC to remain constant as a function of R. It is worth noting that even though for the purpose of illustrating the efficacy of CPGC, we have only dealt with the bivariate case here, DTF-based GC has been demonstrated to be truly multivariate in nature. In addition, in a multivariate setting, CPGC, which is defined here in the frequency domain, can instead be defined in the time domain as the sum of squares of the AR coefficients A (1) . . . A (p), which is sensitive to only the direct, and not the mediated, influences [16] . However, frequency domain characterization is attractive from the point of view that it has been shown to be more robust under changes in the stationarity assumption [17] .
B. Data Acquisition
Twenty neurologically healthy subjects were recruited for this study. The participants gave informed consent, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Emory University. The fMRI experiment was conducted with a paradigm consisting of randomly distributed control and verbal working memory tasks with a 10 s blank screen intertrial interval to allow for hemodynamic response recovery. During the verbal working memory task, two words were separately presented at the beginning and end of a trial with a time lag in between. The subjects indicated, via button-press, whether the two words were semantically related (e.g., answer YES for the word pair "hospital-doctor" and NO for "tree-airplane"). During the control condition, the two words were simultaneously presented at the end of a trial so that working memory was not engaged. 
C. Analysis of Brain Activation
Analysis of brain activation was carried out using the "Analysis of Functional NeuroImages" (AFNI) software package (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov). Preprocessing steps included slice timing correction, multiple scan concatenation, rigid body volume registration, percent signal change normalization, and 5 mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian smoothing. The group average of brain activations was obtained using a general linear model [18] and transformed into Talairach space [19] . The activations were corrected for multiple comparisons using a voxelwise threshold of p < 0.05 and a 1653 mm 3 cluster threshold (cluster size determined by a Monte Carlo simulation for corrected p < 0.01). Subsequently, four regions of interest (ROIs) -bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (left/right, Talairach coordinates L41.4/R40.6 mm, A15.1/A18.5 mm, S30.1/S33.7 mm, volume 15053/4620 mm 3 ) and parietal cortices (left/right, Talairach coordinates L36.5/R37.0 mm, P59.4/P58.6 mm, S39.9/S40.3 mm, volume 27994/22125 mm 3 ) were identified in the group activation map and transformed back to the individual subject's image space. For each subject, the mean time series from each of the ROIs were extracted for further analysis.
D. Causality Analysis
The mean time series from the 4 ROIs were detrended and their amplitudes normalized with respect to the standard deviation of each subject time series. The resulting time courses were concatenated across subjects, resulting in a single vector per ROI as in earlier studies [6] , and were fed into the VAR model and the mVAR model, respectively, to obtain DTF-based GC and CPGC networks. For comparison, the zero-lag correlation network was also obtained. The networks were thresholded at a significance of p < 0.05 using surrogate data method [9] , [12] , [20] .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation
Tables I and II depict the zero-lag correlation, DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC and CPGC networks obtained from the simulated LFP and fMRI time series, respectively, for the case having only zero-lag correlation and no causality between the LFP time series. Not surprisingly, the zero-lag correlation was found be around 0.5 for both the LFP and fMRI time series. The causal influence (both GC and CPGC) between the LFP time series was found to be equal to zero, confirming the validity of the simulation. From Table II , even though there should be no causal influence between the two fMRI time series, significant bidirectional DTF-based GC and Geweke's GC was observed. In contrast, CPGC between x (n) and y (n) was insignificant, correctly reflecting the absence of directional causality between the simulated neuronal systems. The simulation results demonstrate that the zero-lag correlation between neuronal populations can "leak" into time-lagged GC estimates calculated from fMRI time series due to the filtering effect of the HRF. CPGC is able to remove this leakage, leading to correct inference of the underlying neuronal causal interactions. In addition, a comparison of the results obtained without downsampling and from different TRs show that a longer TR decreases the sensitivity to causal information (and not zero-lag correlation) in the signal obtained by smoothing the LFP with the HRF. Downsampling, being equivalent to a time-varying filter, is not invariant to temporal shifts. This may explain the effect of downsampling only on causality and not on zero-lag correlation. The results clearly indicate that the "leakage" is mainly attributable to HRF blurring.
Figs. 1-3 depict DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC and CPGC values obtained from the simulated fMRI time series, respectively, with only causality [x(n) → y(n)] and no zero-lag correlation between the corresponding neuronal time series. In each of the subplots, the black surface represents the statistical threshold obtained from surrogate data [6] , [12] , [20] . GC results from Figs. 1 and 2 replicates the results reported in [5] , where the influence from X to Y is greater than that from Y to X, and the inferred causal connectivity increases as a function of I and d. However, the significant false Granger causal influence from y (n) to x (n) is probably due to the fact that the causal influence of x(n) on y(n) in the simulated LFP data may be inferred as being reversely causal [i.e., y (n) to x (n)] in the corresponding fMRI data. However, accounting for the leakage effects using CPGC eliminates the false causal influence from y (n) to x (n) (see Fig. 3 ) and retains the true causal influence from x (n) to y (n).
Figs. 4-6 depict DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC, and CPGC values obtained from the simulated fMRI time series, respectively, with both causality [x(n) → y(n)] introduced by I = 0.5 and varying neuronal delay, and varying zero-lag correlation (R) between the corresponding neuronal time series. It can be observed that for both DTF-based GC and Geweke's GC, the causality was bidirectional and increased with R for a given neuronal delay. This supports our hypothesis that since instantaneous GC (IGC) and GC are obtained from common parameters in Geweke's approach, the latter is influenced by the former. However, from Fig. 6 , CPGC remained constant with increasing instantaneous correlation but increased with neuronal delay. This demonstrates that causality derived from CPGC was not contaminated by instantaneous correlation, but accurately reflected the underlying unidirectionality and changes in the magnitude of directional influence represented by the neuronal delay.
A comparison of Figs. 1 and 4 (GC obtained from DTF) with Figs. 2 and 5 (GC obtained from Geweke's approach) reveals that the essential information obtained from the two approaches remains the same. GC obtained from both showed that in addition to the true causal influence from X to Y , a spurious influence from Y to X was inferred. Also, longer TR and lower causal strength and neuronal delay decreased the sensitivity of GC obtained from both approaches. Therefore, even though the numerical values obtained from the two approaches were not equal, inferences obtained from them were identical, thus making the approaches equivalent.
Here, we note some theoretical considerations behind the empirical evidence demonstrating the effect of zero-lag correlation on DTF-based GC, Geweke's GC, and CPGC. In general, the projection of time series X on time series Y 's past is supposed to capture the causal influence from Y to X. However, when X and Y are zero-lag correlated, Y 's past is instantaneously related to X's past, which in turn is related to X's present due to serial correlation in X. Therefore, the relation between Y 's past and X's present can be influenced by their instantaneous correlation. The fact that GC between the simulated LFP time series was insignificant even in the presence of zero-lag correlation (see Table I ) suggests that due to the negative serial correlation built in the simulated system, the presence of instantaneous causality did not leak into the causal domain. However, smoothing the simulated LFP by the HRF introduces the serial correlation in the data, which facilitates the leakage of zero-lag correlation into the causal domain (see Table II ). Both DTF-based GC and Geweke's GC model the serial correlation; however, the way they treat instantaneous correlation is different. DTF-based GC does not model the instantaneous correlation between X and Y , and hence, is clearly affected by correlation leakage. Previous studies have likened IGC obtained from Geweke's framework to zero-lag correlation. However, since IGC and GC are derived from a common parameter, the variance of the VAR model error obtained from the same projection, the causality measures obtained are likely not independent of zero-lag correlation effects [3] , [5] , [21] . Geweke's GC comparatively evaluates the model errors obtained from X's projection on its own past with that obtained by X's projection on Y 's past in addition to its own past. Consequently, even if Geweke's GC were to employ X's projection on Y 's present, the instantaneous effect that is absorbed by the zero-lag coefficients depends on the type of projection, thus differentially altering the model errors in different projections. Therefore, the comparative evaluation of error variances ensures that Geweke's GC changes as a function of instantaneous correlation between X and Y . On the other hand, by incorporating the zero-lag terms in mVAR, the instantaneous effects are absorbed by them. However, since CPGC does not involve the comparative evaluation of model errors of two different projections as is done in Geweke's GC, the time-lagged coefficients in the mVAR do not change as a function of instantaneous correlation.
In essence, the simulations indicate that EC based on GC, inferred from fMRI data, could be due to causal and/or instantaneous influences at the neuronal scale. Also, even though bidirectional interaction inferred from fMRI-based GC analysis could be due to a corresponding bidirectional neuronal interaction, a possibility always exists such that the temporal dispersion of causality caused by hemodynamic blurring makes a unidirectional neuronal causal influence appear as being bidirectional during fMRI-based GC analysis. However, it is safe to say that a causal influence inferred from fMRI-based CPGC analysis is most likely due to a corresponding neuronal causal influence. On the contrary, its absence does not rule out a neuronal causal influence, because weak influences caused by small neuronal delays may not be resolvable in fMRI. Investigating the minimum resolvable neuronal latency, which can be inferred from fMRI-based causality analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported elsewhere. Therefore, even though a significant CPGC path weight is a sufficient condition for inferring corresponding neuronal causality, it is not necessary.
B. Verbal Working Memory Networks
The Akaike information criterion produced an optimum order of one for the VAR model. Fig. 7 shows the regions activated by the verbal working memory task and the positions of the corresponding axial slices in the brain. Fig. 8 shows the thresholded networks (p < 0.05) obtained from zero-lag correlation (left panel), DTF-based GC (middle panel), and CPGC (right panel). Here, we preferred to use DTF-based GC, rather than Geweke's GC, for comparison with CPGC because they are similar in methodology, i.e., both are based on the model coefficients. Paths L DLPFC ↔ L Parietal and R DLPFC ↔ L Parietal were common to both the zero-lag and GC networks with the former being retained and the latter being absent in the CPGC network. R DLPFC ↔ R Parietal and L DLPFC → R Parietal were found in both the GC and CPGC networks and L DLPFC ↔ R DLPFC is exclusive to the zero-lag network.
The aforementioned observation demonstrates several possible scenarios. In the first scenario, a fictitious bidirectional "causal" influence between two ROIs arising in GC due to leakage of zero-lag correlation is eliminated in CPGC; this is the case for the bidirectional GC between R DLPFC and L Parietal. In the second scenario, a causal connection may be present in the absence of a significant zero-lag correlation; this may be the case for L DLPFC → R Parietal and R DLPFC ↔ R Parietal paths. In the third scenario, a relatively weaker zero-lag correlation such as that between L DLPFC and R DLPFC may not contaminate the GC results sufficiently to lead to detectable causal influences. In this case, causal influences were not detected with either GC or CPGC. In the final scenario, both zero-lag correlation and time-lagged causal influences were present and causal influences were seen in both GC and CPGC. This is illustrated by the bidirectional connection between L DLPFC and L Parietal seen in both the GC network and the CPGC network.
It is worth noting the differences between the simulations and the experimental data. First, the simulations illustrate one specific mechanism, blurring by the hemodynamic response, by which the zero-lag correlation leaks into the time-lagged domain. However, in experimental data, many such mechanisms are plausible. Specifically, our simulations assume that the effect of zero-lag correlation on time-lagged causality is linear, and that the time scale of the causal influence is an order of magnitude shorter in comparison to the sampling interval of fMRI data. These assumptions may not always hold true in experimental data. However, irrespective of the mechanism of zero-lag leakage, CPGC is capable of purging the contribution of zero-lag correlation to time-lagged GC within the linear framework. Second, the instantaneous correlation in the simulated data was derived from the white innovation process while in experimental data we are most likely to encounter instantaneously mixed colored signals with nonflat spectra. Third, the simulated data used in this study were free of additive noise, which may not be the case in experimental data. It has been shown that additive noise may impact causality estimates [22] , since the traditional least squares approach for obtaining the AR coefficients may be inaccurate in such circumstances [23] . Therefore, in the presence of additive noise, colored or otherwise, appropriate denoising strategies based on the Kalman filter theory and the expectation-maximization algorithm may be employed [22] . Else, an improved least-squares estimation method based on combining lower order and higher order YuleWalker equations may be used in order to accurately estimate the AR parameters in the presence of noise [23] before calculating CPGC.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have assessed the effect of zero-lag correlation on time-lagged GC, using simulations. Furthermore, we have introduced a method, correlation-purged GC, in which the zero-lag term is explicitly modeled in the VAR and subsequently omitted in calculating GC. Using both simulations and fMRI data obtained during a verbal working memory task, we have demonstrated the efficacy of CPGC in compensating for zero-lag effects. Our approach allows multivariate estimation of both FC and EC in the same data set.
